Magners Apple or Pear Cider

*Hermannator Ice Bock

KilKenny

Yellow Wolf IPA

100% Apple Juice & Pear juice, the most refreshing
subtle fruity ciders. 4.0%

Vancouver Island Brewing
Hermannator Ice Bock was first introduced by
Hermann, one of our original Brewmasters, using a
signature blend of chocolate and caramel malts,
this German Eisbock is slowly cold aged in our
cellar for over 3 months. 9.5%

Guinness- Ireland

Alameda Brewing
With over 100 IBUs Yellow Wolf has enough eyepopping intensity to satisfy even the most ardent
hopheads. It has bright piney nose and light
golden color. We suggest pairing it with sunshine.

1664 Blanc
Kronnenbourg- France
The smell of the beer is the best and the most
sophisticated I've ever smelled. Smell of tangerine,
peach and pineapple hit the nose.5%

*Delirium Tremens
Belgian
Voted best beer in 2014/2015, the aftertaste is
strong, long-lasting and dry bitter. 8.5%

Innis & Gunn
Innis & Gunn- Scotland
Its originality also lies in its singular taste – notes
of biscuity malt and vanilla swirling within a
creamy, mellow character. 6.6%

Chainbreaker White IPA
Sam Adam’s Winter
Boston Beer Company
Bold and rich, with a touch of holiday spice,
Winter Lager is a wonderful way to enjoy the cold
evenings that accompany the season 5.6%

Sasquatch Stout
Old Yale Brewing
Smooth with notes of mocha, coffee and roasted
barley it pairs well with a Pulled-Pork Sandwich 5%

Pony Pale Ale
Laurelwood Brewing
A sotra-session plae ale with loads of malty flavor
and good hop backing. 5.6%

Deschuets
Bright citrus and coriander notes of a traditional
wit beer, with a refreshing hop kick. 5.6%

Fat Tire Amber Ale
New Belgium
Fat Tire won fans with its sense of balance: toasty,
biscuit-like malt flavors coasting in equilibrium
with hoppy freshness. Fat Tire: Pairs well with
people. 5.2%

Coffee IPA
Raven Brewing
Bright juicy tropical flavours and aromas of Galaxy
and Amarillo hops are present alongside a
delicately roasted Honduran coffee which provides
caramel and fruit characteristics.

Helios
Hoyne Brewing
In the tradition of the robust beers of the Ruhr
district, this export golden lager is malt forward
and moderately hopped.6%
Taxes are included in the price. All available in 20oz pint
except the ones with a *

If you're the kind of person looking for a smooth creamy
light roasy beer, it may lack the 'kick' for some people,
but great overall Irish cream ale.

Destiny IPA
Fuggles and Warlocks
Light, easy going malt profile with dedicated hop
aroma of mandarin oranges, grapefruit and
passionfruit that launch your taste buds into the
cosmos. 6%

Lagunitas Brewing
This American Double / Imperial IPA is hard to find
on tap at times but with no shortage of juicy hops
its definitely on the do not miss list! 8%

Red Chair NWPA

100 Meridian

Deschuets Brewing
Jordan’s Favorite Beer!
A citrus punch, bold hop aroma and clean finish.

HopRaiser West Coast IPA
Howe Sound
Hop Raiser is an old term for a grower of hops.
This beer is named for the Squamish Valley Hop
Raising Company that has been providing hops to
all of Canada and beyond, Cheers to that! 6%

Hop Stoopid

Mill Street Brewing
100th Meridian Amber Lager is an organic beer
brewed with ingredients from west of the 100th
Meridian. Light copper in colour with a white head
and aroma of fresh hops, this is a truly satisfying
amber lager for all beer lovers.

Red Racer Copper Ale
Central City Brewing
A light bodied, easy drinking ale with a pleasantly
dry finish. Toasted Munich malt gives this beer
both its colour and malty flavour that is balanced
with subtle hop aromatics.

Common Man

Cascadian Dark Ale (CDA)

Nice pilsner malt flavours and aroma balanced by
a firm bitterness. Refreshing, easy drinking,
flavourful but not in your face, makes a great
introduction beer to the craft movement.

A collaboration brew between Hearthstone and
homebrewer Steve Sheldon. Steve won a
homebrew contest with the Tri-Cities Homebrew
Club where everyone had to use one of the
newest hops on the block- Caliente
Notes of piney bitterness and light citrus
lemongrass from Caliente, dark chocolate and
molasses from the malt. 6%

Boho Pilsner
A clean, crisp golden pale pilsner with spicy, floral
hop aroma. Polish Marynka and Saaz hops are the
driving force in this brews hop character, resulting
in a balanced, yet complex Pilsner. 5%

Blue Collar Pale Ale
Mission Springs Brewery – Mission, BC
A traditional English-Style Pale Ale. Noble hops
bring a full pleasant taste to be enjoyed year
round. 5.3%

Honey Ale

*Graham Cracker Ale
Through the addition of spices, vanilla, and actual
Graham Crackers, we feel we have achieved a
classic winter warmer for the holiday season. 8%

SOME OF OUR FAVORITES

Mission Springs Brewery- Mission, BC
Ask for a sample and
Tell us what you think.

Guinness
Swirling clouds tumble as the storm begins to calm. Settle. Breathe in the moment, then break
through the smooth, light head to the ultimate reward. Unmistakeably GUINNESS®, from the
first velvet sip to the last, lingering drop.

Blue Buck
Phillips Brewing- Victoria BC
If you see one, it means good fortune and safe travels. Deep Amber with a crisp finish.

High Trail Honey Ale

Hearthstone IPA

Vancouver Island Brewing- Victoria BC
A tribute to the majestic wilderness. Smooth medium bodied ale with a slightly sweet honey
finish. 5.0%

Lighter than your average IPA - Amarillo and El
Dorado hops steal the show, resulting in stone
fruit, citrus and all around tropical hoppy
goodness. 6.5%

Driftwood Brewing- Victoria BC
Northwest style Indian Pale Ale. Intense hop profile with hints of grapefruit and melon. 7.0%

Trailblazer Pilsner
Mission Springs Brewery – Mission, BC
A gold medal winning pale golden lager - thirst
quenching beer on a hot day! 5.0%.

Fat Tug

Chocolate Milk Stout

Apricot Ale

A Dark and Broody Milk Stout is full bodied and
perfect to cuddle up next to a fire. This solid and
robust drink that has been aged on cacao nibs and
shells provided by the East Van Roasting Company.
5.5%

Pyramid Brewing- Seattle WA
Unfiltered wheat that has a perfect combination of fresh apricots with a smooth finish of a
traditional wheat. 5.0%

Original 16 Lager
Great Western Brewing- Saskatoon SK
100% two row Barley unique double aged process with a five choice hop variety. 4.5%

Lemon Ginger Radler
A light and refreshing beer, which was once
seasonal is back. This beer blends California
Lemons with infused ginger root. 3%

